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Sun Auto Tire & Service Adds 77 Total Locations to Family of Brands in 2022 
Tire Outlet acquisition brings Sun Auto’s total number of stores to 420 across 18 states  

 

PHOENIX – January 10, 2023— Sun Auto Tire & Service, Inc. announced the sixth acquisition to its 

Family of Brands in 2022: Tire Outlet, a full-service auto repair brand and tire store operating in 

northern Florida.  

 

Sun Auto Tire & Service has grown significantly, adding 77 locations, in 2022. In addition to Tire Outlet, 

Sun Auto acquired five other brands: Toscalito Tire & Automotive, TGK Automotive Specialists, Superior 

Tire, Good Neighbor Tire & Auto Service and Coopers Auto Repair Specialists. Sun Auto also opened five 

locations. This builds on Sun Auto’s sizeable growth in 2021, during which it added 11 automotive 

brands to its Family of brands. 

 

“Sun Auto is working to provide an extraordinary experience for our customers from minor maintenance 

services to extensive repairs,” said Vice President of Development Chris Garman. “This fast-paced 

growth ensures that we are able to provide this service to more customers across the country while 

maintaining the legacy and reputations of the brands we acquire.”  

 

The recent Tire Outlet acquisition included 14 stores and 95 bays, along with 133 employees. 

 

"Team Tire Outlet is excited to become a valued member of the Sun Auto Tire & Service family, and we 

are looking forward to continuing our growth and creating opportunities for the future," said Tire Outlet 

Market Director Rob Duckworth. 

 

Sun Auto now operates 385 locations in 18 states across the country with plans to continue growing 

throughout 2023.  

 

About Sun Auto Tire & Service, Inc.  

Sun Auto Tire & Service, Inc. is a premier provider of vehicle maintenance, repair, and tire replacement 
serving 18 states. Sun Auto Tire & Service continues to expand its presence throughout the United 
States and is entertaining acquisition discussions with operators who wish to preserve their companies' 
legacies while leveraging the benefits of shared resources and technology to grow their businesses. 
Learn more at www.sun.auto.   
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